We examine the different formulations of Gillespie's stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) [J.
{ } ,
Next Reaction Method (NRM) [Gibson 2000]
Gibson and Bruck cleverly transformed FRM into an equivalent but more efficient new scheme. The Next Reaction Method (NRM) is significantly faster than FRM. It is widely believed to be more efficient than DM when the system involves many species and loosely coupled reaction channels. The NRM can be viewed as an extension of FRM in which the M -1 unused reaction times are suitably modified for reuse. Clever data storage structures are Generate one random number :
Update heap data structure : †
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To access these costs and their relative impacts on the total simulation time, for both The following tables give the detailed timing results for one simulation. We can see that the cost to maintain the data structure for NRM is large (60%). Unfortunately this is the case for many practical problems For this model, each reaction channel affects at most two reaction channels. Compared with the total number of reactions, this system is very loosely-coupled. Thus NRM should have a substantial advantage over DM. In our simulations, the average simulation time for DM was 2.13 seconds, while the average simulation time for NRM was 1.07 seconds. The following table shows the detailed CPU costs for one simulation. Because now the cost for updating the heap tree is reduced, the cost percentage due to the data structure is less than in the HSR model. The third model is a totally independent reaction system. This model contains 600 independent decaying processes as follows:
The propensity functions are uniform: † 
CPU (seconds ) From the timing tests above, we can draw the following conclusions:
• The cost to maintain the data structure in NRM is significant.
• For very loosely-coupled systems, NRM performs better than DM.
• For loosely-coupled systems, the major CPU costs are † C a 0 , C p and † C s .
We have done a careful cost analysis, taking into account the cost of maintaining the data structure, and found that by optimizing the direct method we can reduce the costs † C a 0 , C p and † C s . We call this new method the Optimized Directed Method (ODM). To reduce † C s , we note that in a large system, reactions usually are multiscale. Some reactions fire much more frequently than others. For example, in the HSR model, the six most frequent reactions fire about 95% of the total times, while the twelve most frequent reactions fire about 99% of the total times. Thus we re-index the reaction channels so that † 
Conclusion
Gillespie's stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) is in widespread use for the stochastic simulation of chemically reacting systems, consuming a great many CPU cycles. We studied the different formulations of S SA: Direct Method (DM), First Reaction Method (FRM) and Next Reaction Method (NRM). We found that for all but a very specialized class of problems, DM is most efficient. This is in contrast to the widely held belief that NRM is most efficient.
Our timing studies reveal that NRM is spending a substantial fraction of its time on maintaining the data structure. The original operation count for NRM considered computational operations only; hence it did not include these costs. We have presented a more comprehensive operation count, which explains the observed results and suggests some further optimizations that can be applied to DM. After applying these optimizations, the Optimized Direct Method (ODM) now appears to be the most efficient formulation for the vast majority of problems.
